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The following devices were listed on the site. Some we previously
returned in LoRRs. Some are gross violations. Some may simply be a
failure of information transferred to this office. Those which are in
conflict with a set of previously registered arms have 60 days from the
release of this document (May 12, 2008) to submit either a transfer, a
will, or a permission to conflict. After this time, registration will remain
to the senior registered device. A note in reference to those I find here
that were denied previously before even the creation of this site yet seem
to be resubmitted. I truly hope there was some form of
miscommunication.
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Returned:

Cashel
Migele Antonio Rafael Parodini il Lup nero di Genova Personal Device
”Sable, on a chevron Or fimbrated Gules between three paw prints Argent, a wolf’s
Head erased reguardant Sable.”
• Policy violation: Precedence and Policies, Miscellaneous Charges Item #4:
“Paw prints, being completely unknown in our scope, are hereby disallowed.”

Kaeyron Aramis Maethanos of Cashel
Quarterly Gules and Azure, a Seax inverted fesswise Proper and on an escutcheon
Argent, a Maltese Cross Gules.
Violation: HMRR VI. C. 1. : Marshalling: C. Inescutcheons of pretense are
considered to be a form of marshalling and as such are restricted. 1. For this
restriction to apply, the inescutcheon must be in the shape of an escutcheon.

Larethian (House of)
Per pale gules and sable a eagle displayed Or and in base a crescent
argent.
Conflict: Sir Killian Oaksblood
Per pale gules and sable, a hawk displayed maintaining in
each claw an oak leaf or.

Castilles
Rhiannon of Sidhe of Castilles
Conflict:
House Nephyraton May. 2005
Xiomara of Sidhe of Castilles
Conflict:
House Avernus May. 2005
Rex Rasec of Castilles
Conflict:
Or Astrum, House of

Esperance
Razi bint Sabra al-Wadi al-Shah-din
Sable, a cat´s head caboshed Or orbed Vert and on a chief Argent three paw prints Sable
• Policy violation: Precedence and Policies, Miscellaneous Charges Item #4:
“Paw prints, being completely unknown in our scope, are hereby disallowed.”

Canton - Aquitane
Azure, in dexter a patriarchal Latin cross bottony Or.

Conflicts:
Barony of Vinland 1995
Azure, in dexter a patriarchal Latin cross bottony Or

XE Ryder of Esperance
Per pall Argent, Azure and Sable, in chief a maltese cross Azure.
Conflict:
Kindred Oracles of Justice Mar. 2006

Terre Neuve
Dragon Air Chutchach (House of)
Per chevron Azure and Argent, on a pale Argent an arrow Sable palewise and a
dragon Azure.
Rule of Tincture Violation: Though an theres an exception which allows
placing a charge on up to fifty percent of the same tincture class. This is not
possible with a “per chevron” and a “Pale” when the bottom half of the per
chevron is of the same tincture class. This exception also does not allow
placement of the exact same tincture, argent field with argent pale.

Terre Neuve
Per pale azure and gules, a pale argent.
Conflict:

Mundane Flag of France

Sommerset

Sorche Kyrkeby of Somerset
Per fess wavy Argent and Azure, a mermaid Azure crined and maintaining a
mirror and a comb Gules.
Conflict:
House Blue Maid

York
Pandore of York
Azure, on a bend Argent a vine Vert between two harps in bend sinister Or.
Conflict:
Saga Silverstrom
Aug. 2003

Lilly von Rammstein
Per pale Gules and Argent, two unicorn heads erased respectant counterchanged.”

Conflict:
Cryssida Blackwood of Clan
McKlaine Feb. 2002

Registration Pending
The following need to have their Emblazons ( pictures) confirmed. Then
they shall be confirmed against their blazon, and should be validated as
registered. Ministers of Arms have 60 days from the release of this
document (May 12, 2008) to send in one colored Copy of the Original
Submission. These copies need to have the submitters signature on it.
The College shall protect these arms against all other submissions until
this time expires. After the time has expired said devices will not be
protect until a proper form is received.

Bisqaia
Edmund d. Escoville
Sable, a unicorn Argent armed, crined and ungled Or between in chief two
Bezants and in base a pheon Or all within a border Argent.

Castilles
Nimue
Argent, a chevron between three towers azure.

Thorn Nari of Castilles
Azure, a chevron inverted between in chief a mullet argent and in base five mullets in
chevron inverted Or.

Davis, Stanley J
Ermine, a weasel gules.

Alhambra
Boris Shouskovich of Kiev
Per chevron Gules and Azure, a chevron and an anchor Or.

Cashel
Cashel (Estate of)
Per pale barry-wavy Argent and Azure, a phoenix Gules issuant from flames Proper.

Akran (Guild of)
Sable, an acorn Or.
Kerrigan d`Wenseslaus of Cashel
Per pale azure and vert, a book enfiled by a sword argent
Karl von Lagerstein of Cashel

A brodure or per pale Gules and Azure, an eagle Argent maintaining in
chevron two mugs.
Patricia Sparr
Gules a closed hand argent
Celestria Martin of Cashel
Azure, an opinicus rampant Argent.
Vyncent Martin
Argent, in chief, an hourglass Sable
Aoibheann O´Domchadha Maethanos
Quarterly, vert and azure, a saltire argent

Esperance
Rosellen of Bastone
Gules, a unicorn´s head couped within a border Argent semy of alternating
fleur-de-lys and roses Gules.

Rebecca Hamilton O`Horan
Sable, a coney sejant contorny Argent between three hearts Or each charged with a
heart gules.

Roger Wells of Dragon`s Bain
Or, a wyvern displayed Gules.

Logan
Quarterly Or and Argent, a wolf´s head caboshed Sable transfixed of two
swords inverted in saltire Azure.

Aurora
Vert, on a heart Or a phoenix Vert issuant from flames Purpure all within a
border Or semy of cinquefoils Purpure.

Aoife Traynor
Erminois, on a pale Pean three roses Or barbed and seeded Vert.

Estate - Couer de Leone
Azure ermined Or, a lion double queued and crowned barry argent and Or armed and
langued Gules.

Archdiocese of St. Alquis-les-chateaux
Azure, a pegasus volant between two Fleur-de-lis Argent.

Giulianna Elizabetta Veronica Johanna de Messina
Per bend Argent and Gules, a bend Counterchanged.

Luren de Wisconsin
Quarterly Azure and Vert, a panther Or Pellety incensed Gules.

Gloucester
Dabhaidh Bowmount of Gloucester
Per pale sable & vert a goat salient argent

Terre Nueve
Y Ddraig ap Rhyfel (Estate of)
Per pale Argent and Sable, a dragon Gules.

